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NARROW CABINETS

Product concept

Practical Solution
Blum's idea for narrow cabinets offers a simple option for making use of even the smallest storage space in the kitchen, without
compromising stability and quality of motion. Depending on requirements, this solution can be based on BOX systems or
wooden drawers with the appropriate runner systems.

Can be combined with
- TANDEMBOX
- TANDEM
- MOVENTO
Blum comfort of motion
- BLUMOTION soft-close for silent
and effortless closing action
- Low opening forces

Diagonally offset runners for
improved lateral stability

Standard Blum fittings used throughout
- Consistent look and appearance
- Use of standard fittings
- Familiar ease of assembly and adjustment
High carrying capacity
- Up to 20 kg per base cabinet
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Application Overview

Product

Description

TANDEMBOX

Space requirement

- Stable solution thanks to diagonally offset
runners
- Ease of use with BLUMOTION soft-close for
silent and effortless closing action
- High carrying capacity of 20 kg per base cabinet
- Compatible with TANDEMBOX intivo and
TANDEMBOX antaro
- Suitable for cabinet width of 200 mm

Order specification
3

3

1A

2

2

1B
4

4

1A

Cabinet profile left - top runner

1B

Notes

Cabinet profile right - bottom runner

The application above uses one set of

2

Drawer sides and cover caps left/right

cabinet profiles (diagonally offset) and two

3

Back fixing left/right

4

Front fixing bracket

complete drawers.
For information on standard TANDEMBOX
components, please see the respective
product brochures or the catalogue.
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TANDEMBOX

Planning Information

Planning
Space requirements in cabinet

Front installation dimensions

X=

Height

TANDEMBOX
antaro

TANDEMBOX
intivo

M

65.5 mm

65.5 mm

B

127 mm

–

C

163 mm

–

D

195 mm

191 mm

Height

TANDEMBOX
antaro

TANDEMBOX
intivo

M

–

–

B

64 mm

–

C

96 mm

–

128 mm

96 mm

64/64 mm

–

Y=

D
With double gallery

FA

4

Front overlay

Planning Information

TANDEMBOX

Planning
Back installation dimensions

32

20

9

Height M

Height B

Height C

Height D

Cutting dimensions for 16 mm chipboard

B

Back heights

LW – 87 mm
Base

KB

Chipboard back

A

LW

A

B

NL – 24 mm
Steel back

KB Cabinet width

NL – 22 mm

LW Inner cabinet width

LW – 75 mm

NL Nominal length

Back heights

Height

TANDEMBOX
antaro

TANDEMBOX
intivo

M

84 mm

84 mm

B

135 mm

–

C

167 mm

–

D

199 mm

199 mm
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TANDEM

Product

Application Overview

Description

Space requirement

- Stable solution thanks to diagonally offset
runners
- Blum ease of use with BLUMOTION soft-close
for silent and effortless closing action
- High carrying capacity of 20 kg per base cabinet
- Suitable for cabinet width of 150 mm

Order specification
1A

2
2

1B

Notes

1A

Runner left - top runner

1B

Runner right - bottom runner

The application above uses one set

Locking device left/right

of runners (diagonally offset) and two

2

complete drawers.
For information on standard TANDEM
components, please see the respective
product brochures or the catalogue.
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Planning Information

TANDEM

Planning
Drawers

Locking device feature of drawer assembly

12 - 15

max 16

NJO

NJO

NJO

SKW = + 0.0
LW - 42 – 1.5

NJO

min 27.5



NJO
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MOVENTO

Product

Application Overview

Description

Space requirement

- Stable solution thanks to diagonally offset
runners
- Blum ease of use with BLUMOTION soft-close
for silent and effortless closing action
- High carrying capacity of 20 kg per base cabinet
- Suitable for cabinet width of 200 mm

Order specification
1A

2
2

1B

Notes

1A

Runner left - top runner

1B

Runner right - bottom runner

The application above uses one set

Locking device left/right

of runners (diagonally offset) and two

2

complete drawers.
For information on standard TANDEM
components, please see the respective
product brochures or the catalogue.
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Planning Information

MOVENTO

Planning
Drawers

Drawer assembly










* + 1 mm for assembly of the cabinet profile on the horizontal cabinet side
** Limited side adjustment for a drawer side panel thickness of 16 mm, but with full tolerance
utilisation of the internal width of the drawer SKW.
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MOTION
TECHNOLOGIES

Technology that inspires

Sophisticated, tried-and-tested motion technology supports easy opening and soft-close furniture solutions by
Blum. Your customers will enjoy ease of use and quality of motion in their furniture.

SERVO-DRIVE
by Blum

BLUMOTION soft-close
With BLUMOTION soft-close, drawers and
pull-outs will close silently and effortlessly; regardless of how
much force is used, how heavily laden the drawers or pull-outs
are, or how heavy the fronts are. BLUMOTION soft-close adapts
itself to the size, weight and speed of the closing furniture and
is integrated into virtually all of our fitting solutions; including
our narrow cabinet solutions for TANDEMBOX intivo and
TANDEMBOX antaro, MOVENTO and TANDEM.

SERVO-DRIVE
by Blum

SERVO-DRIVE electrical opening
SERVO-DRIVE electrical motion support system opens handle-less
fronts for drawers and pull-outs with just a light touch. A gentle pull
on handles will also trigger the opening impulse.
The narrow cabinet solution for TANDEMBOX, MOVENTO
and TANDEM with integrated BLUMOTION soft-close, can be
combined with SERVO-DRIVE uno (single set Z10D0311) to achieve
a complete solution for effortless opening and closing.
Place the SERVO-DRIVE uno unit on the left side of the cabinet
and ensure the lever is pointing down (see image below for
measurements).

p
To

Internal measurements for a D-height TANDEMBOX antaro

Front

pull-out. Minimum space required: Min. LT = NL + 35

96

NL

0
+2

197

Note
For more information on combining narrow
cabinets with SERVO-DRIVE uno please
contact your local Blum representative.
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Blum’s ideas for practical kitchens

DYNAMIC SPACE

A kitchen has to be fit for everyday use and should not only look good but be practical too. Blum has been
researching the requirements of kitchen users for many years. This has provided insights for Blum to continue
to innovate with quality product solutions to make modern kitchens highly practical. With DYNAMIC SPACE,
Blum aims to inspire its customers and partners by sharing valuable insights.

Workflow - Simple workflows, easy access
A practical interior with well-thought-out solutions ensures
workflows are smooth and ergonomic. Easy access is assured
through full extension runners and the inclusion of ORGA-LINE
inner dividing system.

Space - Gain valuable storage space without changing the
size of the room
Kitchen furniture should have enough storage space and be easily
accessible. When there is a lack of space, practical solutions help
ensure available space is used to its fullest potential. Gain additional
space by using pull-outs with closed side panels or deeper drawers.
Blum cabinet solutions for corners or the sink area also create
additional usable space.

Motion - Superior quality of motion and enhanced user
convenience
Quality of motion is the driving force behind the entire development
and manufacturing process of our products. The result: Function
that fascinates furniture users worldwide and guarantees high quality
motion for the lifetime of the furniture.

Complementary DYNAMIC SPACE workshops are held frequently in our showrooms nationally.
Contact your local Blum representative or email info.au@blum.com to register your interest.
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Sydney (Head Office)
10 Blackbird Close
Len Waters Estate NSW 2171
Ph: 02 9612 5400
Adelaide
179 Railway Terrace
Mile End SA 5031
Ph: 08 8118 6070
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changes without range notice.
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Experience the mesmerising motion
Blum Showrooms

Brisbane
6/39-45 Compton Road
Underwood QLD 4119
Ph: 07 3135 9490
Melbourne
4/245 Ferntree Gully Road
Mount Waverley VIC 3149
Ph: 03 9982 1720
Perth
3/50 Howe Street
Osborne Park WA 6916
Ph: 08 6467 0110

Blum Australia Pty. Ltd.
P.O. Box 1615
Green Valley NSW 2168
Toll Free: 1800 179 186
E-Mail: info.au@blum.com
www.blum.com

